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GROUPSET TYPE OPERATION REVISION DESCRIPTION 

ROAD GROUPSETS ALL 006 1/2011 RADIAL/AXIAL CLEARANCE ADJUSTMENT 

PRODUCTS ON WHICH THE PROCEDURE SHOULD BE APPLIED 

        

  

Bora™ Hyperon™ Neutron™ Shamal™ Eurus™ Zonda™ Bullet 
Ultra™ 

Bullet™   

   

       

Scirocco™ Khamsin™ Vento™        
 
 
 

   
1  2  3  

Insert the wheel on the Truing stand. Adjust the stands arms tight against the axle flanges of 
the hub. 

Insert a front or rear quick release from the left side of 
the stand. 

 

   
4  5  6  

Push the axle of the quick release through to the other 
side and tighten the adjustment nut. 

Close the release lever. Position the gauge on the side of the rim using the 
provided adjustment 

 

   
7  8  9  

Using the spoke retainer ring UT-WH010, start to tension 
the wheel starting from the valve hole. For each spoke 
turn the nipple by ¼ of a turn. 

Once you have reached average tension, use a 
tensiometer to check the tension of the individual spokes. 
If there is sufficient tension, go to the next stage. If not, 
repeat point 7.   

Start to adjust the true (axial clearance) of the wheel by 
loosening or tightening the nipples as needed, until you 
attain adequate reading of the guage. 

 

   
10  11  12  

Position the guage with the feeler on the edge of the 
bead of the rim. 

Start to adjust the hops (radial clearance) of the wheel by 
loosening or tightening the nipples as needed, until you 
attain adequate reading of the guage. 

Check the tension of all the spokes of the wheel. If the 
tension value is low, repeat from point 7. 
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CYCLOCROSS PISTA

 

 

 

 
13  14  15  

Settle the spokes. For each spoke firmly pull the rim with 
two hands from the opposite side of the spoke. Repeat 
on the opposite side of the wheel. 

After the wheel has settled, check again both the axial 
and the radial clearance. 
►AXIAL CLEARANCE � Point 9 

►RADIAL CLEARANCE � Point 11 

Check the tension of all the spokes of the wheel. If the 
tension value is low, repeat from point 7. 

 

 

  
16  17  18  

Check the dish of the wheel using the special dishing 
tool. By resetting the dishing tool on one side of the 
wheel, the distance between the fixing screw and the 
part on the opposite side should be reduced to a 
minimum. 

Example of correct dish. Example of incorrect dish. 

 

 

  

19      

Insert the designated thread lock once the operation is 
complete. 
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